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Abstract 
We consider groups of Russell type over a curve, which are forms of G,-bundle over a 
curve. In this article, we show that groups of Russell type over a curve, not necessarily a Tango 
curve, are associated with locally free sheaves of rank two on the base curve. Moreover, these 
locally free sheaves are often stable but their Frobenius pull-backs are not stable. We observe 
also pathological phenomena on completions of groups of Russell type, namely, the existence of 
non-closed global differential forms and the non-reducedness of the automorphism group scheme. 
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0. Introduction 
A scheme X defined over a field K is said to be a K-form of the affine line if there 
exists a K’-isomorphism from X @.K K’ to the affine line for a suitable algebraic exten- 
sion field K’ over K. In addition, when X is a K-group scheme and the isomorphism 
is that onto the additive group scheme G, @K K’ in the category of K/-group schemes, 
we say that X is a K-group of Russell type. In other words, a group of Russell type is 
a form of G,. Concerning forms of the affine line and of G,, there are some investi- 
gations: Russell [8], in which all forms of G, are completely described; Kambayashi 
et al. [4], in which forms of G, x x G, (n copies) are considered; Kambayashi 
and Miyanishi [3], in which almost all forms of the affine line are described. In these 
works, forms and groups of Russell type are investigated over a field. 
Let us consider forms over a curve. Namely, let X be a scheme over a smooth curve 
C such that there exist a surjective morphism c + C and an isomorphism over ? 
from X xc c to a certain line bundle over e. Raynaud’s famous counterexample [7] to 
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the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem is a smooth completion of such a form over a Tango 
curve (for the definition of Tango curve, see [lo] and also [7]). In addition, when X 
is a C-group scheme and the isomorphism is that in the category of additive group 
schemes, we say that X is a group of Russell type over C. Russell constructed such a 
group scheme over a Tango curve, of which a smooth completion is a smooth surface 
of general type with non-trivial vector fields (see [9, Section 31; see also [5, 1 I]). The 
examples mentioned above, which are completions of forms over Tango curves, have 
no reducible fibres by the grace of Tango structure. 
When we consider forms over a curve, not necessarily a Tango curve, we are ob- 
structed by the existence of reducible fibres. Indeed, completions of forms often have a 
pencil of cuspidal curves of arithmetic genus greater than one. Under the circumstances, 
in the present article, we consider groups of Russell type of height one over a curve 
(see Section 1 for the definition), which have simple structure. In Section 1, we shall 
describe local equations of group of Russell type and the condition for gluing, in terms 
of a noncommutative polynomial ring A[F] ( see Section 1). Lemmas 1 .l and 1.2 with 
which we begin are stated over a field in [8]. We shall, however, restate them over 
a curve and give the complete proofs. In Section 2, we shall claim that every group 
of Russell type is associated with an invertible sheaf and some locally free sheaves of 
rank two on the base curve. We shall consider the stability of the locally free sheaves 
and observe that the locally free sheaves are stable, and their Frobenius pull-backs are 
not stable. In Section 3, we shall consider completions of groups of Russell type over 
a curve. Because of simplicity of local equations of group of Russell type, the com- 
pletions have at most hypersurface singularities, so they are Gorenstein schemes. We 
shall describe their dualizing sheaves. In Section 4, we shall consider geometry on the 
completions of groups of Russell type and observe that the sections of the associated in- 
vertible sheaves give rise to automorphisms of the completions after changing the basis 
by the ring of dual numbers. We shall also observe that the completions of groups of 
Russell type satisfying certain conditions, which are not necessarily over a Tango curve, 
have non-closed global differential 1 -forms. Thus, since the Hodge to de Rham spectral 
sequences do not degenerate, the desingularizations of the completions cannot be lifted 
over the ring of Witt-vectors of length two (cf. 111). In Section 5, we shall give three 
examples. The first example is a famous one, which is defined over a Tango curve, The 
second example is new. Though its base curve is not a Tango curve, its completion 
has non-closed global differential l-forms. The last example is a classical one, which 
is a quasi-hyperelliptic surface over a supersingular elliptic curve. The author hopes 
that the present article is a step forward in the investigation on forms over a curve. 
1. Local structure of groups of Russell type 
Let C be a smooth curve defined over an algebraically closed field k of positive 
characteristic p and let cp : X + C be a C-group scheme. We say that X is a group 
of Russell type over a curve C if there exist a smooth curve C and a finite surjective 
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purely inseparable morphism ct, : ? + C of degree p’ with a non-negative integer tt 
such that the fibre product X XC c is isomo~hic to some Go-bundle z over c!.! as a 
z’group scheme, where G, is the additive group scheme over it. The height of A’ is 
defined to be the least non-negative integer v for which we have such an isomorphism. 
Throughout his article, we consider groups of Russell type of height one, To begin 
with, we shall study the local structure of X. 
Lemma 1.1. Let P be an arbitrary c~~~~dpo~~t of C. ~~~ei~ there exbt an ajjine upen 
neighhourhood U of P, and ~112 additive group scheme hamomorphism z : G, xk U -t 
G, xic U such that X, is a j&e praduct 
inhere A& = X XC U, arzd F : G, xk U -4 G, xk U is tke ~-~~a~e~i~~ ~ornarn~~p~~~rn, 
Proof. In this proof, 6, 6, and Ox(U) denote @c(U), P&P’(U)), and IC:x(Xt: ),
respectively. Take an open ~ei~hbourhood U of P such that the above-mentioned G,- 
bundle z is trivial over P’(U). We can write Eli: = Spec &x] with the usual 
additive group structure, namely, the comultipli~tion fl : @[xl + 6[xJ @ &x]; p(x) = 
xc% I + I @3x, and so on. Since f? is a free O-modufe of rank p, there exists an e-basis 
{et , . . . , ep} of 6 such that 5 = Oq @ . . . B? Be,. We then have that Ox(U) C& 6 = 
LrAU)et 43.. . $0x( U)q,, and this is isomorphic to 6[x]. Furthermore, (fl~( U) @I (7) 
C%c (t?x( U) @C fs) = Ox(U) @P Ox(U) @P 6 is isomorphic to @xl @3,- 61x]. Write x = 
_3qet - -~~++yPePr where it,..., ~fp E &x(U). We then have p(x) = &(yrer -+-.*.+-yPq& 
where fi is the comultiplicat~on f X XC 6 induced from the ComultipIication m of 
XU. Hencex@l+l@x=m(yt)ei+... +m(y,)e,. The left-hand side is (yiei +. . . + 
,vpep)@ 1 ,t 1 @(,yjei +.+s -c &?ep) = (y1 63 1 + 1 63 y1 )ei -I- . ‘. + (yp 63 1 + 1 c3 .Yp)ep. 
Since ei , . . . , q, are G-independent, we have ~(YI ) = y1 @ 1 + 1 @ yt , . . . , m(y,) = 
3; ~3 1 + 1 ~3 yP in @X(U) 0~ C?x(U). Meanwhile, since C.r( U) @P 5 = &xl, we can 
w-rite yt 63 1 = J~(x)~-..,Y~ @ I = f(x), where fr(x),...,&(x) f 8$x]. We then have 
that~=.~(x)e1+~~-+~~(x)e~andthat~(J;(.~))=ft(~)8I+I~fi(x),...,ict(fd(x))= 
J(x) 63 1 + I B&(x). By straightforward computation, we know that fi (x), . . . , &x) are 
p-polynomials, i.e., polynomials consisting of terms of xp’ with nonnegative integer i, 
Fu~he~ore, since x is written as a finear combination of fi (x), _ _ _ ) fp(x), we have that 
at least one of these ~-polynomial has a Iinear term whose coefficient is not zero at P. 
Suppose that f(x) denotes uch a p-polynomial. By replacing the neighbourhood Cl of 
P if necessary, we may assume that f(x) = q~x+q~xP+. I . +q,xf , with qo,. . , ,qnl E 
?, qo E g*. Set z = xJ’, a0 = q:, .,., am = q$; then z E (6x(U), ao,. . .,a, E 
Cc, a0 E C*, and yP = aoz + . . . + anrzPm in &x(U). Let r : SpecO[t] ---f SpecCV[t] be 
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an O-group scheme homomorphism defined by an O-algebra homomorphism such that 
t H sot + . + a&pm. Take the fibre product J of r : G, xk U -+ G, xk U and the 
U-Frobenius homomorphism F : G, XX_ U + G, xk I/. Then X is a U-group scheme 
whose coordinate ring is 6[y, z] with relation yp = aoz + . . . + a,,,~$” and with group 
structure m(z) = y @ 1 + 1 @ y, m(z) = z @ 1 + 1 @z, and so on. Moreover, we have 
inclusions z[x] > Px(U) > O[y, z] > O[z] and we know that the function fields of XL 
and 3 coincide. Because a0 E c’*, we observe that X is smooth over Spec P. Since 
both &Y(U) and &[y, z] are finitely generated over fi[z], we know that X, and ,Y 
coincide as U-group schemes. 0 
Let A be the coordinate ring of an affine open subset of C. Consider a ring of 
noncommutative polynomials A[F] with relation Fu = apF for a E A. It is well-known 
that there is a natural correspondence between A[F] and Hom,+,roup(Ga @k A, G, gk A) 
such that a0 + a,F + . . + a,F” corresponds to the homomorphism defined by an 
A-algebra homomorphism A[t] --f A[t]; t H a,+ + altp + . . . + amtPin. Here we must 
note that ‘Spec’ is a contravariant functor. This correspondence allows us to identify 
A[Fl and Hom,+,up(Ga @k A, G, @k A), e.g., the homomorphism z in the proof of 
Lemma 1.1 is written as a polynomial ao+alF+. . .fa,F” in G[F]. Furthermore, for a 
commutative A-group scheme 9, we can regard HomA_sroup(9?, G, @k A) as a left A[F]- 
module. For convenience, we shall use the following notation: for an affine open subset 
U of C and for a polynomial r E Oc(U)[F], we agree that 2, denotes the fibre product 
of the homomorphism r : G, xk U ----f G, xk U and the U-Frobenius homomorphism 
F: G, xk U 4 G, xk U. Thereby, if r = ao+alF+~..+a,F”’ for ~,...,a, E Cc(U), 
then the coordinate ring of 5, is Bc(U)[y, z]/(yP - aozP - . . . - a,,,zP”‘) and X, has 
a group structure defined by m(y) = y @ 1 + 1 6~ y, m(z) = z @ 1 + 1 @ z and so 
on. Moreover, Xr xu 6 is isomorphic to G, xk r/ as a (i-group scheme, where 
6 = @-t(u). 
Lemma 1.2. Let z and X’ be two polynomials in A[F] whose terms of degree zero 
are in A*. Then there exists an isomorphism $I : X, ---f Xt”,, of A-group schemes if’and 
ony if there exist elements c,d E A* and a polynomiul CJ E A[F] such that 
z’c = dP.r + Fu 
in A[F]. 
Proof. We name the projections of XT and X,, as follows: 
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We may assume that G,&A = SpecA[t], t*(t) = z, v]*(t) = y, t’*(t) = z’, v’*(t) = y’. 
Let & and O,I be coordinate rings of %‘r and 3Y2”,t, respectively. We can write (rI = 
A[y, z] and 6,, = A[y’, z’] with the respective relations corresponding to z and 5’. 
In this proof, we shall use the following sublemma: 
Sublemma 1.3. Let z und 7’ be as above. If there exists an A-isomorphism $ : 3, + 
.X7(, then the composite <‘I/J~~’ is an A-automorphism of G, @k A. 
Proof of Sublemma 1.3. Since the terms of degree zero of z and z’ are in A*, the 
corresponding morphisms are separable and so are 9 and q’. Therefore, the function 
fields k(.Y,) and I?(%~() are separably generated extensions of transcendence degree 
one over the field of fractions of A. Hence, k(.%^,) has a unique subfield over which 
k(.F,) is a purely inseparable extension of degree p, and this is also in the case for 
k(:'X‘,f ). Since t and c’ are purely inseparable morphism of degree p, we know that 
the images of the function field k(Ga @k A) by < and I$’ are the unique subfields 
of k(3,) and k(5Yf,/), respectively. Hence, the composite (5”))’ o $* o 5’” is an A- 
automorphism of k(Ga 8.k A). Moreover, applying Zariski’s Main Theorem, we know 
that this automorphism of the function field gives an A-automorphism of the scheme 
G&&A. 0 
We return to the proof of Lemma 1.2. First, suppose that there exists an A-isomorph- 
ism $ : 5, i XT,. Consider the image of y’ by the ring-homomorphism $*. Write 
$*(_y’) = oO(z) + ol(z)y +. . + a,_l(z)yP-’ with GO(Z), . , crp_-l(z) E A[z]. Since $* 
is compatible with the group structures, we obtain $* @ $*(m(y)) = m($*(.v)). This 
equation means 
(go(z) + flI(Z)Y + ... + q-l(Z)Y p-1) c% 1 
+1 @ (Q(Z) + cJl(Z)Y + ” + apl(z>yp-‘) 
= ao(z c3 1 + 1 @z> + crI(Z (s 1 + 1 @ z)(y % 1 + 1 ‘8 y> 
+~~~+o,-l(zc3 1 + 1 @z)(y@ 1+ 1 @y)p-l. 
Comparing the terms of same degree in y, we obtain 
so(z) 63 1 + 1 E3 Q(Z) = O-o(z 8 1 + 1 @z), 
01(z)y @ 1 + 1 @ Dl(Z)Y = UI(Z @ 1 + 1 @z)(y @ 1 + 1 @ y), 
az(z)y2 @ 1 + 1 c3 02(z)y2 = (Tz(z @ 1 + 1 @z>(y c3 1 + 1 8 yj2, 
q_,(z)yP-’ ‘8 1 + 1 8 G-&z)yP-’ = c+,(z @ 1 + 1 6x z)(y czz 1 + 1 @ yy-‘. 
By straightforward computation, we know that the first equation implies that 00(z) is a 
p-polynomial. Consider the second equation. If crl(z) has terms of zi with i > 0, then 
there is a term of y @z’ in the right-hand side. This contradicts with the left-hand side. 
Hence at(z) has no terms of zi with i > 0. Consider the third equation. Suppose that 
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~~(2) # 0. Then there exist terms of y@_v in the right-hand side, but there do not exist 
such terms in the left-hand side. This is absurd. So we must have Q(Z) = 0. In the 
same fashion, we get as(z) = ’ . . = c+~(z) = 0. Write so(z) = SO + stz + . . + snzPn 
with SO,. . . ,s, E A and g,(z) = d with d E A. Then we have tj*(y’) = (TO(Z) + dy = 
so + SIZ + . + s,zP’ + dy. Since I/I* is an isomorphism, we know d E A*. Let g be 
the polynomial SO + stF + . . + s,F” in A[F] and regard d as a polynomial in A[F]. 
Consider a composite ~‘4’$ : .!XT + G, @k A. Observe that 
$* o <‘* o r’*(t) = $* o r/‘* o F*(t) = $*(y’P) 
= (dy + ao(z))P = dPyP + racy 
= dP(g* o F*(t)) + t*(ao(t)“) 
= y* o F* o (dP)*(t) + i;* o r~* o F*(t) 
= 4* o z* o (dP)*(t) + t* o CT* o F*(t). 
On the other hand, by virtue of Sublemma 1.3, we have an automorphism of G, @k A 
over A, which is ?j’ll/tP1. Hence, there exists an invertible element c in A such that 
$*05’*(t) = et*(r) in UT. Regard c as a polynomial in A[F]. We then have 1/*04’*(t) = 
r* o(c)*(t). Therefore, we obtain <* o(c)* or’*(t) = t* 0 T* 0 (dP)*(t) + 5” o (T* oF*(t). 
This implies that (c)*or’*(t) = z*o(dP)*(t)+a*oF*(t); in other words, Z’C = dPT+Fo 
as polynomials in A[F] with required properties of c, d, 0. 
Next, suppose that we have a relation r’c = dP7 + Fa with c, d E A*, u E A[F]. 
Consider a homomorphism p : 5, ---) G, @k A such that ,u = dy + 04 in the left 
A[F]-module HomA-group(X^r, G @k A). We then have 
,u* o F*(t) = q* o d* o F*(t) + s’* o CT* o F*(t) 
= q* o F* o (dP)*(t) + <* o CJ* 0 F*(t) 
= <* o z* o (dP)*(t) + 5* o CJ* o F*(t). 
By the assumption, we have 5* o r* o (dJ’)*(t) + <* o CT* o F*(t) = 5* o (c)* o I’*. 
Hence we obtain ,u* 0 F*(t) = {* o(c)* o z’*(t). Set 2 = ct, which is a homomorphism 
%r ---f G, @&A. We thereby have P* OF*(t) = 3.” o?*(t), that is Fp = ~‘1. So we get a 
homomorphism, $ : XT --) X,, such that r’lc/ = 3. and r’$ = ,u. In the same way we get 
a homomorphism $’ : fiYTf + ST such that &+V = i,’ and ylc/’ = p’, where 2’ = c-‘[’ 
and ,u’ = d-' y’+( -d-l CJC-~)<’ in HomA_ group(2”‘r,, G,@kA) because we have a relation 
ZC -I = d-PT’+F(-d-‘ac-‘) by the assumption. Moreover, in Hom~-group(2’^r,Ga@~A) 
and in Horn A _ group(2”‘r,, G, C&A), we obtain relations, &‘ti = ir, r’$$’ = 4’, r?ll/‘$ = rl, 
and $$t,V = q’ by simple computation. These assert that $ is an isomorphism over A 
and $’ is its inverse. 0 
Let r be a noncommutative polynomial in A[F] such that the term of degree zero is 
an invertible element a0 in A. By virtue of the preceding lemma, we know that ?& and 
%70-l are isomorphic over A. So when we consider the group of Russell type obtained 
from r, we may assume that r is normalized, i.e., the term of degree zero is one. 
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To close this section, we state the following theorem: 
Proof. Suppose that we have a group of Russell type X of height one over C. By 
virtue of Lemma 1.1, we can take an affine open covering { Ui}iEl and polynomials zi 
in @t( Ui )[F] for i E I such that X is written as ET, over U,. We may assume that each 
polynomial zi is normalized. Since both ?ET, l(u,,- 0,) and Z7, /cv, nu,) are isomorphic to 
X]~U, r?~,), there exists an isomorphism ~/IV : Xrj\c~, nu,j -3 STj J~u~,-,u,~. It is clear that 
r& is the identity over Ui and &j o &i = t”fki over Uk n Ui n lYi for h; i, j E 1. Applying 
Lemma 1.2, we know that there exist sections cii,d, E OF(t$ t? vi) and a polynomial 
Gij E cc( U; f! U;)[F] such that ZjCij = d;si + Fa,. First, by the normality of rf and ‘,, 
we know that cii = d$. Moreover, by the proof of Lemma 1.2, we know that &I+!&~ = 
cij<i, ??~~~j = dijqi+aijti, where & and vi are projections from zX~~ t,oG, xk T;i named as 
in that proof. Here we agree that the restrictions of ti and vi are denoted by the same 
notation, respectively. Meanwhile, since each g: : fic(Ui)[t] ---f Gs, is injective, we 
know that & is an epimo~hism and this is also in the case for the restrictions. Since 
I//;! is the identity, we have Cii = 1 and so dii = I, aii = 0 over Ui. Since lii;,i o$hi :.= &,i 
for h, i, j E 1, We have Cijchi(h = ch]& and dijdhiqh +(dijahi+CT<iC’hi)g* = dhj)?hS.bhj<h 
by simple ~onlpu~~on. Hence, we have Cijchi = ckj over U/$ fi W; n Uj. Therefore, we 
have dfjdhi = dhj and SO du@hi + Cruchi =r: ;,Q over 6, r? vi n b>. 
conversely, suppose that there exist an afhne open covering (Uj)iEI of C, no~al~zed 
polynomials ri E Ec(Ui)[F], sections cii, d, E Q(Ui n U,), and polynomials aij E 
Pi’u(U, n UJ)[F] such that they satisfy the equations (*) for h, i, j E I. Then, by virtue 
of Lemma I .2, we have isomorphisms &j : FT, /(us n u,) -+ ST, /(u, ,-, ujt for i, j E I such 
that I//ii is the identity over Vi and I//ii 0 r//hi = ll/hj over uh n Ui n Uj_ Hence, we can 
glue the {?&;,}i~~ together, so that we’ obtain a required group of Russell type. Cl 
2. Global structure of groups of Russell type 
Let X be a group of Russell type of height one over a compIete nonsingular curve f. 
By virtue of Theorem I .4, we have an afhne open covering (Ui)iEr of C, polynomials 
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r; E (YC( Ui)[F], sections CiJ, djJ E O:( Uj n Uj), and polynomials cr, E ac(U, n U,)[F] 
with the gluing conditions (*), such that X XC U; and X, are isomorphic as U,-group 
schemes. Let m be the supremum of the degrees in F of {ri}iE,. Let @ : C ---) C 
be a purely inseparable morphism of degree p from a complete nonsingular curve C 
to C, which trivializes the group X of Russell type and let z be a line bundle over 
C such that L is isomorphic to X xc C as C-group schemes. In addition, let L be 
the line bundle over C obtained from sections {dij} mentioned above, i.e., LJ, = 
Spec Pc(Ui)[xf] with x1 = dqxi. In order to consider the global properties of X, we 
first state the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. The pull-back of L on c coincides with z 
Proof. We name the projections from Z&;, to G, xk Uj as in the proof of Lemma 1.2. 
Set zi = {r(t) and yl = q:(t). Write the polynomial 7; as r; = 1 + ailF + . . + ujmFM. 
By the proof of Lemma 1 .I, the coordinate ring of CT, is generated by yi and z, 
over Oc(Ui) with relation y,! = zi + Uiiz,’ + + ai,,,zf . Furthermore, we have zj = 
Cl/Z; by the proof of Lemma 1.2. Since cij = d,$ and X, = dijxi, we can identify 
zi with x”. Consider X7, XU, Ui. Take sections qil,. . .,qlm in P”i;(Ui) such that qL: = 
ail,...,qL=ai,. Wethenhaveyi=Xi+qrlXP+. . .+qrmxfm. This equation implies that 
&c(Ui)[yi, Zi] @cxc(~,) Oi;( Vi) = Ec( U;)[Xi]. By gluing these isomorphism, we obtain 
a global isomorphism from X xc C to L xc C. Hence, we get the stated assertion. 0 
Let 9 and _@ be the invertible sheaves corresponding to the line bundles L and 
L, i.e., the sheaves of sections of L and z, respectively. So the invertible sheaf .P? is 
locally generated over Ui by ei subjected to the relation ejd, = ei on Vi n lJi. We say 
that L (resp. 9) is the line bundle (resp. invertible sheaf) associated to the group of 
Russell type X. For the sake of simplicity, we identify 6~ with @,a~ as cc-modules. 
Let ail,. . . , ai,,, be the coefficients of T, and take sections qii, . . , qim E 8&U, ) exactly 
in the same way as above. Consider the 0c-submodule 81 of ce for 1 < 1 < m which 
is locally generated over Ui by 1 and qil. We then have 0~ c &l c Ge for 1 5 1 ( m. 
If 0~ = 4, then it follows that qi/ E O,(Ui) for every i E I. Then, by replacing Ti by 
Ti - F(qilF’-’ ), we may assume that ail = 0. Therefore, we know that if 81 = . . = 
8, = c”,-, then X is trivial, i.e., X is a Go-bundle over C. Needless to say, we are 
interested in the case where at least one of &l’s is a locally free Gc-module of rank 2. 
So, we hereafter assume that b is of rank 2. Suppose that 0~ # 4. It follows that 
qij 6 &(Ui) for some i. Meanwhile, since rjclj = d:Ti + FO,, we have aj/d$(P’-‘) = 
a-/ + dyPs! I lJ rJl_l, where oiJ = SiJo + . +sijm_lFmP with s~o,. . . ,sijm-l E Cc(Ui n Uj). 
Therefore, we know qj,dc’-’ = q;l +dlT1sij/_ 1. This implies that qi, $J Cc(Ui) for all i E 
1. Hence, we have that & is a locally free cc-module of rank 2 which is an extension 
0 - (“C - Q[ - _Yp’--l i 0, 
and deg 81 = (p’ - 1)deg 40. Consider an arbitrary extension 0 + 9 4 81 ----$ 
3 ---) 0 with invertible sheaves 9 and 9 on C. Tensoring 9-i and taking the global 
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sections, we have an injection 0 + H’(C, Ccc) - H”(C, 8, @cc S-l). Meanwhile, 
since 8, c cc., we have an inclusion H’(C, &r@c,F-‘) c H”(C, fl~@~‘~F-‘). These 
imply that 6~ G!+-~ d r-1 has global sections and so degF < 0. Therefore, we know 
that if deg&l > 0 (resp. deg 671 2 0), then deg% > 0 (resp. deg9 > 0). Now the 
following lemma is clear. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that 81 is a locally free e’c-module of rank 2. If deg Y > 0 
(resp. deg 9 2 0), then 81 is stable (resp. semi-stable). 
On the other hand, we have 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that 81 is a locally free &c-module of rank 2. Then the pull- 
back qf the extension 0 4 0~ -+ 81 -+ .JZP’-’ --f 0 by Qi splits. 
Proof. We shall give a splitting homomorphism g”‘-’ + 21, where 21 = @*&I. As- 
sume that yJ”-’ is locally generated over U, by ei subjected to the relation eid,T’-’ = e; 
-p’-I 
on Ui n Uj. We define a homomorphism I : 2’ +, Z, such that l(@*(ei)) = 
@*(qir) - qi/@*(l) on Ui. This is well-defined since qj/d,‘l -’ = q;l+ d,j’sij/-1. This I 
is a required one. 0 
Remark 2.4. Suppose that 81 is a locally free cc-module of rank 2 and that 
deg .9 > 0. Then, by Lemma 2.2, 6, is stable. However, @*bl is not stable by virtue 
of Lemma 2.3. 
3. Completion of groups of Russell type 
In this section we shall consider a completion of a group of Russell type X of height 
one over a complete smooth curve C. We employ the previous notation L, {Ui}iEl, 
Ti, d,, x,, yi, zl, 9, and SO forth, as in Sections 1 and 2. Let $I : P + C be the 
PI-bundle over C obtained from the symmetric cc-algebra Symm (0~ $ 9--P). Then 
I,/I has two cross-section S and T such that OS(S) ” _9’J’, Or(T) ” 9-J’, and P has 
the dualizing sheaf (I!$-2T) @(I), $*9-P @(I, Il/*oc,k. Moreover, there is a natural 
inclusion LBp + P. Hence, we can regard zi as an inhomogeneous coordinate on PI”,, 
so that S and T are defined locally by zi = 0 and z, = co, respectively. Meanwhile, 
X is defined by the equation yp = Zi + a;lzp + . . . + aimz~” over Ui. So we have a 
purely inseparable extension &X)/k(P) of degree p. Let Y be the normalization of P 
in k(X), let rt : Y + P be the canonical morphism, and set @ = $ o rc. Then there 
exists a natural inclusion X + Y. Let C be the complement of X in Y with the reduced 
induced structure and let E be the unit on X as a C-group scheme cp : X + C. We 
then have n*(S) = pE and n*(T) = C as divisors. Since X is nonsingular and since 
Y is normal, Y has at most finitely many isolated singular points on C. Moreover, we 
claim 
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Lemma 3.1. Y is singular at a point P if and only if the curve C is singular at P. 
Proof. By simple computation, we know that, near C, Y is defined by the equation 
equation implies that Y is singular at P if and only if the exterior differentiation 
vanishes at P. Meanwhile C is defined locally by Ui = 0. So we also have that 
singular at P if and only if daim vanishes at P. 0 
This 
daim 
C is 
Let 9 be the Oc-submodule of &lk locally generated by dai,,,. Then 9 is an 
invertible sheaf isomorphic to 9’(J’“‘-‘) since a,,,d~$““-‘) = ai,+d~~“u~,,_, By virtue 
of the preceding lemma, we know that Y is nonsingular if and only if 9 coincides 
with !&I,, i.e., (C, 9,{daim}) is a Tango curve (cf. [IO]). 
Next, we shall embed Y into a projective space bundle over P. Set 6 = P - Tit,, 
and Wi = P - 81~~. Then we have V, = L]u,. Let 9 be the locally free &module 
of rank 2 locally generated by 1 and yi on Vi and by 1 and vi on J4’i. Let S be the 
PI-bundle Proj(Symm 9) over P and let \I, : S + P be the canonical morphism. Since 
yj = dijyi + sijozi + . . + Sijm- 1~:~ and V; = U[ 
m-1 
yi, there is an exact sequence 
Therefore, we have a cross-section r of Y such that E,(r) ” Gp(-pm-’ T) 
&, $*9-‘. Furthermore, we obtain the dualizing sheaf us/k = 6s( -2r) @(I, Y*(L”p 
(-p”-‘2) @or, $*di”-’ E+,, up/k). On the other hand, it is easy to verify that there 
exists a closed immersion Y + S and that Y is a Gorenstein scheme. 
S 
closed imm. 
./:. 
Y 
Y 
?X 
P 
::;/ 
8 T $ 
C 
Moreover, since Y is defined locally by yp - Z; - aitzp - . . - airnZPm and by 0: - 
&-I -u.,Upm-p -. . . - ai,, and since y,! - zi - Uitz,F - Pm 
&f-Pi. l 
’ ’ -UimZi = u-Pn’ 
.-aim) and y,~-ai-a;rz/-- 
p (?$-q-;,- 
I .-Q~,,,z/ = d,~P(y/P-Zi-U,lZ,P-- . ‘-U.imZ,P ), 
we have es(Y) E Gs(~T)~~,~*(~~(~~T)~~~,~*~~) and CY(I’> g 0~. BY applying 
the adjunction formula, we conclude the following: 
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Proposition 3.2. Y has the dualizing sheaf 
wy;x_ = n*(&((p” - pm+) @‘cP +*A@ @‘(i, (OP!P) 
= [~&Qjn - $+‘)E) $gcv q*y-p(prn-‘)+p++’ @pr (P*CUC/k. 
Let KY be the canonical divisor of Y. Since ((JI!?)~) = ((~*s)~) = pdeg -YP, we 
obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.3. (K:) = p(p” -pm-’ -2)((p- 1)(-p” +2)deg5?+2deg~c’~)_ 
Furthermore, we have 
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that 9 coincides with SZcn and that (p, m) # (2,1), (2,2), 
(3,l). Then Y is a relatively minimal smooth surface of generel type. 
Proof. In this proof, we use Mumford’s classification of algebraic surfaces in positive 
characteristic. For details, we refer to [6]. From the assumption, it follows that Y 
is smooth. We note that C cannot be the projective line. Hence, the dimension of 
the Albanese variety of Y is greater than zero and so Y cannot be a rational surface. 
Moreover, if Y has a (- 1 )-curve, then that (- 1 )-curve is contained in a fibre of (p. But 
it is impossible. Hence Y is relatively minimal. Meanwhile, we obtain that (Kg) > 0 
by Corollary 3.3. Therefore, we know that Y is a relatively minimal smooth surface 
of genereal type. 0 
4. Properties of groups of Russell type over a curve 
In this section, we shall claim two interesting properties of groups of Russell type. 
They are pathological phenomena in positive characteristic. We employ the previous 
notation X, Y, C, L, 9, and so forth as in the preceding sections. In addition, let 
k[a] be the ring of dual numbers over k, i.e., c2 = 0. First, consider the set of all 
automorphisms Aut( Y @k k[a]) over C 18.k [c]. We have 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a natural injection H”(C, 9) + Aut(Y @k k[a]). 
Proof. Take an arbitrary global section 7 of 9’. Assume that, over Ui, ;’ is represented 
by local section yl in Cc,( U;) subjected to the relation yj = di,yi. Consider a U, 31, k[c:]- 
morphism p; : Xl~i @k k[a] --tX/~,@~k[c]definedbyp~(Yi)=~~,+cyiandpT(z;)=z;. 
Then it is clear that pi is a ZJi @k k[e]-automorphism of X(u, @x_ k[a]. Furthermore, 
y: is compatible with the equation VP = uFm- + ai, z$‘“‘-” + . + aim since pF( z;; ) = 
(,Vi+,ilj)Uf”‘-’ = L’,+B”y’iUf”‘-’ and pT(ui) = ui. So we can regard p, as an automorphism 
of Y I_I, @k Ic[E] over Ui @& &a]. It remains only to verify that pi and p, coincide over 
U; f’ U,. We clearly have p:(z,) = p;(Zj) and IT = pf(ui). Recall that y, = 
dij_V, + s;joz, + . + Sijm- 1~~’ 
n,- I
with si/o,. . . , S,j,_ 1 E Cc( U, n Uj). This relation implies 
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that dqy; + sd,yi + sijozi + . + siirn_ 1~" 
nz- I 
= .Yj + Ey,j, that is p,*(y,) = p,J(yj). SO we 
have pf(aj) = pf(Uj). Hence, we get the required assertion. q 
Remark 4.2. This theorem asserts that, if H’(C, $P) # 0, then the automorphism 
group scheme A&(Y) has a nontrivial tangent space; in other words, Y has nontrivial 
vector fields (cf. [5, 9, 111). Meanwhile Y is a smooth surface of general type pro- 
vided that (C, _44,{daim}) IS a Tango curve and that (p,m) # (2, I), (2,2), (3,l) (see 
Corollary 3.4). So the k-rational points of Autk( Y) are finite. We, therefore, know that 
the scheme At&(Y) is not reduced in that case. 
Next we shall consider differential l-forms on the completion Y. From now on, 
suppose that the group of Russell type X is obtained from noncommutative polynomials 
{Ti}iEl such that each r, is of the form 1 + a,mFm with ai, E Oc(U;) and m 2 2, and 
that 1 and a,!/‘s generate a locally free &c-module 8, of rank 2. Then X is defined 
locally by $ = zi + a,zpm and Y is defined locally by vi ’ - pm-’ + ai, near C. By ui 
exterior differentiation, we have -dzi = z,F”‘daim and daim = ufm-2dUi. Therefore, we 
obtain an injection Cp*P c&Y flr((p” - 2)C) + sZ$, where 9 is the cc-submodule 
of Qc/k locally generated by daim as in Section 3 and where sZ& is the sheaf of 
differentials on Y. We consider global differential l-forms in @*~@J~~ Gr((p* - 2)Z). 
For that purpose, consider the direct image 9 &,. q,6’r((p” - 2)C) on C. Over Ui, 
we have 
du. =z!+-*(jai,,,, 1 I vidu, = +v,z,+m-‘-2dnl,,,, . . , 
,&dui = yp-‘z,p”‘-(“-‘)““-‘-2dai, = y~-‘z,f’“‘-‘-2da,,. 
Therefore, we know that dui, vidu,, . . ., I$~’ dui are section; in q*P @I Cy((p”’ - 
2)C)( Ylu,). Meanwhile, by the assumption, we have aj,d,T(’ -I) = ai, + d,~Ps,~,,_, 
with Sijm_r E Gc(UiflUj) and VP = ~,f-‘+ai,. SO we have vjd,:m-’ = Oi+d,j’sijm-l. 
Let c^ be the curve obtained from gluing the {Spec OU,[af/]}iE, together and let 5 : 
I? + C be the canonical morphism. Clearly, the normalization of r? is none other than 
C. Moreover, by identifying vi on C and a:;, we know that there exists an immersion 
c^ --f Y whose image coincides with C. 
c- 
norndization 
c-c 
$ 
Let 5? be the cc-submodule of 9 @cc q*Oy((pm - 2)C) locally generated by dui. 
Then $! is isomorphic to _P? Furthermore, by identifying vi and a,!;, we can regard 
s@cc 6,Od as an Oc-submodule of P&~~(p.+Oy((p~ -2)Z) since nidui, .., $-‘dUi 
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are local sections of 9 8Pc cp,fir((pm - 2)~). We summarize these inclusions of 
Pc-modules as follows: 
Since 2 is locally generated by dui, any section of 1 is a closed differential l-form 
on Y. Meanwhile 9 @tic $*Ge is locally generated by dui, uidui, . . . . VP-‘du,. SO we 
conclude that sections of 2 G+~ 6*&e which are not in 3! are not closed differential 
l-forms on Y. Hence we arrive at 
Theorem 4.3. In the same notation and under the same assumption as above, we have 
that, if HO(C, A?) 5 HO(?, 6*2?), then Y has non-closed global difSerentia1 I-forms. 
Remark 4.4. Let K : Z 4 Y be a desingularization. Since there is a natural injection 
li*szy$. + SZz!k, we know that, if Y has non-closed global differential 1 -forms, then so 
has Z (cf. [ 111). In this case, the Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence of Z does not 
degenerate in El. Hence, by Corollaire 2.4 of [l], we know that Z cannot be lifted 
over the ring of Wits-vectors of length two. 
The author does not know when the hypothesis H’(C, 2) 5 H”( c^, G*?2) is verified. 
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition. 
Lemma 4.5. In the same notation and under the same assumption as above, we have 
that, if dim H”(C, 9) > 2, then H”(C, 2) $g HO(?, $*2?). 
Proof. Since dim H”( C, 9) 2 2, we have a linear system of dimension one which give 
a surjective morphism from C to the projective line P’. Take the separable closure of 
the function field k(P’) in the function field k(C) and let c be the smooth complete 
curve whose function field coincides with that separable closure. We then have a purely 
inseparable morphism 3 : C -+ c of degree p’ with a non-negative integer A and a 
separable morphism 0 : c -+ P’ such that $*0*&l (1)&r, &c(D) ” 2, where D is the 
divisor of base points. Take two distinct points P and Q on P’ such that P and Q are 
neither branch points of 0 nor the images of singular points of C by 0 o 3 o 3. Then 
there are distinct points Pi,. . , F,., e,, . . . ,e, on c such that O*(P) = PI f.. + P, 
and O*(Q) = e, + . . + e, as divisors and that PI + . . + P, is linearly equivalent 
to e, + + Q,.. Let Fi and Gi be the points on c^ such that 3 o $( Fi) = Pi and 
3 o 6( 3,) = i&for 1 < i 2 Y. We then have that P^l + . . + p,. is linearly equivalent 
to 5, + . + Q, and that 
i$*g E 06( pp”( p^, + . + p,.)) at, $*6,(D) 
” Cf(( ppI’ - 1 )(F, + . . + &) + B, + . . + &)) @cr: ~*fic(D). 
This implies that H’(C, 2) 5 H”( c^, $*?I). 0 
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5. Examples 
To begin with, we consider the following famous example: 
Example 5.1. Let C be the affine plane curve defined by an equation y”P - y = x*p-‘, 
where n = pm - 1 with m E N and m > 2. Near the point at infinity P,, C is defined 
by the equation z/p - uv”P-’ = v, where v = X-’ and yv = u. Moreover, by simple 
computation, we have relations 
u = x and u = u”p( 1 + u@-~)-’ 
Combining these relations we obtain 
x = uv(nP-3)( 1 + uvnP--2)-_(nP--2)u + pP 
(1) 
Set UO = C - {Pm}. Then the exterior differential dx generates Rc over lJ0. Let 
Ui be an affine open neighbourhood of P, such that the exterior differential d(( 1 + 
UV”~-~)-(~~-~)U) generates !& over lJ1. Thereby, by the relation (l), we know that 
(C, CC((~P - 3)P,), {dx, d((l + MU “p-2)--(nJ’-2)~)}) is a Tango curve. Set a0 = x and 
at = (1 + u~“~-~)--(~~-~)u. Con sider the polynomials zo = 1 + aoF”’ E Gc(Uo)[F] and 
~1 = 1 + alFM E Gc(U,)[F]. In addition, set do1 = Z/P-~ and ~01 = -u”P-~-~F”-‘. 
Then we have a relation rid{, = d& ~0 + FCJO, . Now we can apply Theorem 1.4, so 
that we obtain a group of Russell type X of height one. Then the invertible sheaf Y 
associated to X is S,((np - 3)P,) and there is an extension 
0 - Gc - 8, + cf-(n(?zp - 3)P,) - 0 
where 8, is a stable bundle, but not is its Frobenius pull-back. Let Y be the completion 
of X mentioned in Secton 3. Then, by Corollary 3.4, we have that Y is a relatively 
minimal smooth surface of genera1 type. Meanwhile, since np - 3 > 0 and p(np - 3) > 
np, we can easily veify that H”(C, 2) # 0 and dimHO(C, 2) > 2. Therefore, by 
virtue of the theorems and lemma in Section 4, we know that Autk( Y) has a non- 
trivial tangent space and that Y has non-closed global differential l-forms. For more 
precise result, see [9, 111. 
Next, we discuss another example, which derives from the preceding example, where 
the base curve C is not a Tango curve. 
Example 5.2. Let C be the affine plane curve defined by an equation y’*J’ - y = xflf--“, 
where m amd Y are natural numbers greater than one such that Y and np are relatively 
prime, and where n = pm - 1. Set v = X-’ and yv = u. Then we have u”P - uvv-’ = 
v. Take integers CI and p such that cw + @p = I and set w = u’vfl. Then we have 
W’ = ~(1 + uvnP-‘~‘)-fl and w”p = ~(1 + UV”~-~-‘)“. So, w is a local parameter at 
the point P, at infinity in the smooth completion of C. From the equations of C, it 
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follows that C is an &ale covering of degree np of the affine line, which is totally 
ramified at P,. By simple computation, we have relations 
u”p-‘- I 
&-+--&ax’. 
Therefore, we obtain 
Xr = Wnp(np-2r-l)( 1 + UU”p-‘-I)-mflp+?+B+IWr + u-np 
(2) 
Set Us = C - {Pm} and let UI be an affine open neighbourhood of P, such that 
l+z&P--‘-I E t;‘( Ur ). Then dx and dw generate Qc over Uo and over Ur, respectively. 
Set as = x’ and al = (1 + uu”P-‘-’ )--anJ’+Z+fi+‘~r. Consider the polynomials zo = 
1 + aOFm E Oc(Ua)[P] and rl = 1 + alFm E 6c(r/,)[F]. In addition, set da, = 
wnp-2’- I and rra1 = -w”P-~~-‘u-“F~-~. Then, by relation (2), we have a relation 
r,doq = d$O -t FQI. Now we can apply Theorem 1.4, so that we obtain a group 
of Russell type X of height one. Then the invertible sheaf 9 associated to X is 
S,((np - 2r - 1 )Pm ) and there is an extension 
where 6, is a stable bundle, but not is its Frobenius pull-back. Let Y be the completion 
of X mentioned in Secton 3. Unfortunately, Y is not smooth, indeed it has np + 1 
singular points of type VP = u” + w’ and the curve C mentioned in Section 4 has 
np + 1 cuspidal points of type VP = w’. We can, however, easily show that Y has 
non-closed global differential l-forms in some cases as follows. Since C is an &ale 
covering of degree np of the affine line, which is totally ramified at P,, we know that 
dimH’(C,Bc(nPP,)) > 2. Hence, if p(np - 2r - 1) 2 np, then dimHO(C,A?P) 2 2. 
That is dimH’(C, 9) > 2. By virtue of results in Section 4, we conclude that Y and 
its desingularization have non-closed global differential 1 -forms. 
The following example, derived also from Example 5.1, is rather classical. 
Example 5.3. In this example, we assume that the characteristic of k is three. Consider 
the supersingular elliptic curve C defined by an equation y3 - y = x2. In the same 
way as the examples above, we have a relation 
i+su=x and u=~~(l+~~)-l, 
where v = x-’ and yv = u. Hence, we obtain 
x=(l+uv)-‘u+U-3. (3) 
Set Us = C - {Pa}, where P, is the point at infinity. Let Ur be an affine open 
neighbourhood of P, such that the exterior differential d(( 1 + uu)-‘u) generates Bc 
over UI. Thereby, by the relation (3), we know that (C, O~,{dx, d((l+uu)-‘u)}) is a 
Tango curve. Set as = x and al = (1 +uu)-‘u. Consider the polynomials TO = 1 +aoF E 
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Oc(L$)[F] and 71 = 1 + atF E C!c(Ut )[F]. In addition, set do1 = 1 and 601 = --up’. 
Then we have a relation rtA& = di, zo + Fool. Now we can apply Theorem 1.4, so 
that we obtain a group of Russell type X of height one. Then the invertible sheaf 
Y associated to X is the trivial invertible sheaf. Moreover, the completion of X is 
a quasi-hyperelliptic surface. For more detailed discussions on the quasi-hyperelliptic 
surfaces obtained in like manner, see [12]. 
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